NOWADAYS
Edwardian period when I was a restless, discontented girl of
seventeen. Now I am seeing it again with bombers roaring
overhead, and a gun-emplacement skilfully disguised a few yards
away from where I am letting my punt drift quietly downstream
between banks of willowherb and meadowsweet (strangeness
reversed, to see willowherb where it belongs, instead of pushing
up in unpremeditated wild gardens in the ruined courtyard of
Mayfair).
I call our Thames "the River" as though there were only one
in the world; and it is true that rivers have a way of winding in
and out of our daily lives, a normal intimate accompaniment.
We love the sea more—at least, I do—but we see it less; for most
of us, unless actually living on the very edge of land or perpetually
travelling from one continent to another, the sea has been a heaven
splendidly isolated to a visit once a year. We thirst for the sea,
and sometimes we go to the sea. The River, our River, cannot
compete, for it hardly ever wakens that very passion of longing.
Perhaps we do not consciously notice it; yet how unhappily we
should notice a country without rivers. Rivers can follow us,
however deeply inland, bringing their water and their music and
their freshness; the sea must remain behind. The sea is dramatic;
the river—except for rare floods—peaceful and quiet and kind.
The river gods and presences and population are kind in every
language, except the German Lorelei and those confusing
Rhinegold people. The Romans used to pray to Father Tiber
to protect them, and Milton brings us Sabrina rising from the
Severn to rescue the Lady of his Masque. In the Cotswolds a
little river almost lured me by its name to buy a certain house
so that I might have the Windrush running at the foot of my garden.
In Russia, the great rivers of which once we kaew so lirae except
by the geography-book and by Chaliapin, now tave a history of
glory and blood thundering .down with each river name, mighty
extensions of that tiny river (was it in Austria ?) where once a battle
was fought which for English children turned into a recitation,
mysterious in its significance but easy to learn because of the con-
tinual "Iser, rolling rapidly". The Danube first became familiar
to us by a waltz; and the vast Mississippi by a song sung in Paul
Robeson's Burgundy-velvet voice:
*Tm tired of livin* and feared of dyin',
But Old Man River, that Old Man River,
He jtist keeps roHin* along/'
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